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The Length Distribution of Vortex Strings in Usss1ddd Equilibrium Scalar Field Theory
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We characterize the statistical length distribution of vortex strings by studying the nonperturbative
thermodynamics of scalarUs1d field theory in 3D. All parameters characterizing the length distributions
exhibit critical behavior atTc and we measure their associated critical exponents. Moreover, we
show that vortex strings are generally self-seeking at finite temperature and that there exists a
natural separation between long strings and small loops based on their spatial correlation behavior.
[S0031-9007(98)07128-2]

PACS numbers: 11.27.+d, 05.70.Fh, 98.80.Cq

The accurate knowledge of the thermodynamic density
and length distribution of a population of topological de-
fects is a fundamental ingredient for scenarios of defect
formation and evolution in the early Universe and in the
laboratory. Although a phenomenological model exists,
due to Kibble [1] and Zurek [2], for predicting defect den-
sities it does not provide us with a microscopic under-
standing of the dynamics of defect populations, their length
distribution, and correlations. These aspects of the defect
network at the time of formation will have a crucial impact
on the subsequent network evolution.

In the past, several attempts have been made at charac-
terizing the statistics of defect networks. Analytical stud-
ies of cosmic string distributions at finite temperature were
based on the assumption that strings form a gas of nonin-
teracting random walks [3]. The generalization to realistic
interactions is problematic and yields only qualitative pre-
dictions. Numerical support for the free random walk pic-
ture was found from Vachaspati-Vilenkin type algorithms
[4]. There, phases of an underlying field are thrown down
at random on sites of a lattice and vortex lines are formed
by joining points around which the phases wind about the
circle following the shortest path. This yields a (lattice-
type dependent) fraction of long string of67% 80% and
a length distribution that is Brownian for long enough
strings. However, these studies correspond to theinfinite
temperature limit of the underlying field theory [5], where
it becomes trivially free, and therefore have no direct pre-
dictive power at criticality, when defects are formed.

Recently, developments in computer power made pos-
sible the first studies of defect network properties directly
from the nonperturbative thermodynamics of field theories.
These focused their attention on defect densities. In this
Letter we proceed to characterize in detail the equilibrium
statistics of a network of vortex strings in scalarUs1d field
theory in 3D. We measure several universal critical ex-
ponents associated with the string length distribution and
construct a detailed picture of the critical behavior of the
theory in terms of vortex strings.

The adoption of a dual perspective,i.e., of the descrip-
tion of the mechanisms underlying criticality in terms of

nonlinear solutions of the theory was found to be the key
to understanding the Kosterlitz-Thouless [6] transition in
2D, which proceeds by vortex-antivortex pair unbinding.
Generally, given a dual model, critical behavior can be
described equivalently in either the fundamental or the
dual picture, the choice between either point of view be-
ing made based on computational advantage. However,
the construction of exact dual theories proves very difficult
in D $ 3, except when supersymmetry is unbroken. The
measurements of the string network universal critical ex-
ponents presented below provide us with direct constraints
on dual field theories toUs1d lf4 in 3D [7].

AlthoughUs1d lf4 is the simplest field theory contain-
ing vortex lines the model is of direct relevance to the ther-
modynamic description of liquid4He and of strong type II
superconductors (such as most new high-Tc materials) in
the absence of an external field. It also embodies appli-
cations to cosmology, e.g., the phase transition associated
with the spontaneous breakdown of Peccei-Quinn symme-
try and the formation of axionic strings [8].

The methods used to drive the system to canonical
equilibrium are familiar from stochastic field quantization.
A more detailed description can be found elsewhere [5].
The equations of motion for the fieldsfi are

s≠2
t 2 =2dfi 2 m2fi 1 lfisf

2
i 1 f2

j d 1 h Ùfi  Gi ,

(1)

where i, j [ h1, 2j and i fi j in Eq (1). Gisxd is the
Gaussian noise characterized by

kGisxdl  0, kGisxdGjsx0dl 
2h

b
dijdsx 2 x0d, (2)

wherex, x0 denote spacetime coordinates. Equations (1)
and (2) ensure that the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
applies in equilibrium, which will result for large times at
temperatureT  1yb. We use a computational domain
of sizeN3  1003, lattice spacingDx  0.5 and impose
periodic boundary conditions in space. At criticality all
universal exponents are independent ofDx. Once in
equilibrium, we construct the string network from the
phase of the complex fieldF  f1 1 if2, at regular time
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intervals. In all measurements presented below a number
of samples between 400 and 1200 was used. The inverse
critical temperaturebc, measured from field correlators, is
bc  1.91 6 0.01 [5].

We separate strings as usual in cosmology into two
distinct populations, one of loops, vortex lines shorter than
,N2 and another of long strings longer than any loop.
Note that there isa priori no reason for this separation or
for the definition of the boundary between the two classes.
First we deal with the statistics of loops. Characteristic
loop distributions above and below the critical temperature
are shown in Fig. 1.

In order to characterize the loop length distribution
nsld quantitatively we fit it for each temperature to an
expression of the form

knsldl  Al2g exps2bseffld , (3)

where the average is over the canonical ensemble.seff is
the T dependent effective string tension and has dimen-
sions of mass per unit length. The temperature at which it
vanishes defines the so-called Hagedorn temperatureTH ,
the point at which long string appears in the system. We
present our estimate of errors, mostly resulting from per-
forming multiparameter fits, in the final measurements of
universal quantities only. Statistical errors are generally
very small. g is related to the string interactions. For
Brownian (i.e., noninteracting) stringsg  5y2, whereas
g . 5y2 or g , 5y2 for self-avoiding or self-seeking
walks, respectively. The loop distributions measured in
equilibrium are in fact very well fit by Eq. (3), withAsbd,
gsbd andseffsbd determined byx2 minimization. These
three quantities undergo radical behavior changes near
the Tc lending support to a recent claim [5] that the criti-

FIG. 1. The loop length distribution for severalb. An
arbitraryl25y2 distribution (solid) is plotted for comparison.

cal temperature for the fields,Tc and the Hagedorn tem-
perature for the strings,TH coincide in the infinite volume
limit.

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence ofg and
seff. We observe that as the critical point is approached
from belowseff vanishes. A fit toseff in this regime gives

seffsbd ~ sb 2 bHdnst

with bH  1.96 6 0.01, nst  1.50 6 0.01, and where
bH  1yTH . Note thatbH does not coincide exactly
with bc. This discrepancy was observed previously in [5],
where it was shown that as the computational domain is
increased the temperature at which long strings first appear
bH migrates tobc. In addition, the relative precision
of the measurement ofseff close to bc is poor since
it requires a large number of long loops, lying on the
boundary of the long stringyloop separation, e.g., for
b  1.975, we have thatl , sbseffd21  0.44 3 104 ,
N2. Below a more accurate measurement ofbH will be
obtained from the behavior of the length distribution of
long strings.

Also very interesting is the value ofnst. This universal
exponent forseff in the globalUs1d theory, corresponds to
the exponentndual  nsty2, associated with the correlation
length of its dual field theory [7]. We believe this mea-
surement provides a first direct determination leading to the
classification of the universality class to which the dual for-
mulation belongs. Note thatndual  0.75 differs clearly
from the mean-field predictionnMF  0.5, for anyOsNd,
N $ 1, scalar field theory. Remarkablyndual coincides
with the exact value for the critical exponent of an en-
semble of interacting polymers in 2D [9].

As for g, it is especially interesting to note thatg ,
5y2 generally at any finite temperature; see Fig. 2. The

FIG. 2. (a)seffsbd and (b)gsbd.
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discrepancy between our observations and the Brownian
result cannot be attributed to small computational domain
effects. The computation of the Brownian distribution
in a finite volume generates exponential corrections [10]
to Eq. (3), which fail to describe the changes in the
distributions correctly and are, moreover,b independent.
AboveTc, gsbd . 5y2 2 0.0385b andgsbcd  2.23 6
0.04, [11].

Figure 3 shows theb dependence ofA and of the
averagewalk step sizeasbd, which we define in terms of
Asbd andgsbd by

A 
1

3

µ
3

2p

∂3y2

ag23, (4)

where the arbitrary numerical prefactor was taken from
the computation ofknsldl for random walks [10]. We
observe that the amplitude of the distributionAsbd varies
drastically with temperature in the vicinity ofTc.

Asbd alone determines theb-dependent probability of
finding the smallest loops. In the vicinity of the critical
point A suffers a dramatic drop untilbc is hit, followed by
a sudden increase. Atb  bc dAydb is discontinuous.
The sharp drop inA signifies thatasbd has grown and with
it the possibility for producing longer strings.

From general considerations at a second order phase
transition we can expect that all characteristic lengths will
present divergences asT ! Tc. asbd is no exception.
Note, however, that whilejsbd, the correlation length as-
sociated with the connected field 2-point function, mea-
sures isotropic correlations of field excitations,a refers
to correlations along the strings. It is therefore interest-
ing to measure the critical exponents associated witha.

FIG. 3. (a) The amplitude of the loop distributionAsbd and
(b) the average step lengthasbd and the corresponding best fits
Eqs. (5) at criticality.

Figure 3b shows the best fits toasbd at criticality:

asbd 2 1 ~ 1ysb 2 bcdn1
a , b . bc,

asbd 2 1 ~ 1ysbc 2 bdn2
a , b , bc ,

(5)

with n1
a  n2

a  0.5 6 0.1. These values are typical
of mean-field predictions and differ fromn  0.671 [9],
associated withj.

Above the critical point the behavior ofA is given by
Asbd . 0.092 1 0.006b. Note that in addition, giveng
and aboveTc (seff  0), the total density of loops

rloop 

X̀
l4

lknsldl 
A

4sg22d sg 2 2d
sg . 2d (6)

is proportional toA in the infinite volume. Forb  0,
when the distribution becomes Brownian the value ofA

does indeed exactly coincide with our measurement of
rloops0d  As0d  0.083 in [5].

In Fig. 4, we characterize the length distribution of long
strings and show the mean distance between two string
segmentsRsnd as a function of the number of steps (in
lattice units) along the string. The distribution of long
string, is notoriously difficult to measure because the total
number of long strings in any computational domain is
typically only a few. Here we could probe 600–1200
independent string networks, a large number compared
to any study in a computational domain of this size.
However, in such a set of data the number of long strings
of a given length is never more than one in the total
ensemble of measurements and a direct fit to the data
becomes impossible. To obviate this problem we adopted
a maximum likelihood test, see, e.g., [12], to fit the data
from all samples to a distribution of the formAl2gl . In
the free random walk approximationgl  1, as the result
of the periodicity of the boundary conditions [10].

Figure 4a shows the temperature dependence ofgl.
For T . Tc, gl is close to the Brownian valuegl  1

converging to it asb ! 0, as gl . 1 1 0.1147 b. In
the small band of temperatures belowTc for which we
identified long string,gl assumes much larger values.

This sharp increase ingl is an indication that the
distribution no longer has the simple form of a power law.
In analogy to the form of the loop distribution it marks
the onset of exponential suppression. Note that it was
necessary to look at strings classified as long to notice this
suppression, allowing us a more precise insight into the
temperature variation ofseff, just below criticality. This
behavior reinforces our previous conjecture that true long
string is present in the system only aboveTc which would,
in the infinite volume limit, coincide withTH .

A complementary test on the interacting nature of the
strings is provided byRsnd, shown in Fig. 4b. Generally,
one expectsRsnd , na, wheren is the number of steps
in lattice units. For Brownian walks it is well known that
a  0.5. On the other handa . 0.5 if the interactions are
repulsive (a . 0.59 for self-avoiding walks) anda . 1y3

if they are attractive at lowT [13].
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FIG. 4. (a) glsbd for the long string length distribution and
(b) Rsnd at b  1.8 for loops (n) and long strings (s) and for
loops atb  2.05 (h). Solid curves show the behavior of free
random (a  0.5) and self-seeking (a  1y3) walks.

In Us1d scalar field theory two string segments, at dis-
tanced interact with potentialV sdd . $n1 ? $n2 lnsrymd, for
d $ m21, the width of the string. Here$ni is the unit vec-
tor normal to theith string segment times the topological
charge of the vortex. Thus vortices interact with a potential
which grows with distance. At short distancesd , m21

the interactions vanish since the superposition of two vor-
tices (or of a vortex-antivortex) is also a solution of the
static field equations.

Small loops of string are the direct equivalent in 3D
of vortex-antivortex pairs in 2D, since each segment will
tend on the average to see, normal to the string, another
string segment with opposite vorticity. This fact permits
the nucleation of small loops of string belowTc.

As T increases longer loops can be nucleated. The
nature of the interactions makes it advantageous to create
loops where the correlations between segments of opposite
vorticity are maximal. Consequently, loops behave on
the average as random walks for a short distance, while
the interactions are irrelevant, and beyond become self-
seeking; see Fig. 4b. This distance increases withT .

As the critical point is approached the total string density
mounts to a universal critical valuertotsbcd . 0.2. At this
point enough string exists in the system that the effects of
the interactions shield each others out efficiently. Precisely
then a population of long strings can be nucleated, inter-
acting with itself through the background loop sea with
a potential that is almost vanishing. In this sense long
strings are born quasi-Brownian. This fact is demonstrated
in Fig. 4b. After a short transient for small distances,
where they are self-avoiding (otherwise they would have

become a loop), long strings assume an extraordinarily
clear random walk behavior, corresponding to Hausdorf di-
mensionDH . 2. This establishes the difference between
the two string populations, since loops remain self-seeking
(DH . 3) even forT . Tc; see Fig. 4.

In conclusion, we have found quantitative evidence that
the phase transition in 3D scalarUs1d field theory pro-
ceeds by vortex string nucleation and in particular is trig-
gered by long string proliferation, as often suggested [14].
We established that a population of quasi-Brownian long
strings exists aboveTc only, and that it is different from
small loops which remain self-seeking. We characterized
the length distribution of both loops and long strings, and
measured associated universal critical exponents. The lat-
ter provide the first direct constraints on field theories dual
to theUs1d scalar model in 3D. The critical behavior of the
length distributions confirms our previous claim that the
Hagedorn phase transition in the strings coincides withTc.
The Ginzburg temperature (bG . 2.34) seems to play no
particular role in the thermodynamics.
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